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We make our products more  
durable so they last longer and  
stay stronger. Greater durability 
means you don’t have to waste  
time with constant reorders or  
repairs. You get more value  
through ongoing cost savings. 

In 1985, we revolutionized the  
plastic combo bin by creating  
the reinforced lip, sometimes  
called the “R” (for Remcon) lip.  
We created a bin with useful life  
at least 10 times longer than  
competitive products.

Customers tell us our bins last at least 10 times longer

“We have more than 10,000 bins in our inventory, so quality is  
our number one priority. We want something that will hold up 

under all types of conditions, and for a long time. Remcon delivers 
on that, and they do it with outstanding service. They really seem 
to care how well their product is going to fit my needs, not their 

bottom line.” –Mike McCabe, American Breadcrumb Company 

Exclusive “R” lip extends bin life

See how you can start saving today!A word from our President

Thirty years ago, I realized that the bins that the meat  
and poultry industry depended on all had the same  
fatal flaw—a weak lip that would crack and dramatically 
decrease the life of the bin. I knew there had to be a way 
to make those bins last longer for everyone in meat and 
poultry. That’s when we created the exclusive “R” lip.

We respect our customers and their operations, and  
work to improve their bottom line by providing durable 
products that offer greater value over time. We have 
many customers who have had our bins in service for  
20 years or more! Give us a call today and see the  
Remcon difference.

Peter J. Connors
President



Damaged and broken bins are serious business The Remcon advantage

Other bins 
Our customers have told us stories  
of how using inferior bins have gotten 
them in hot water. One of our meat  
customers bought some bins from  
another manufacturer that started  
to crack and break after less than  
a year of use.

Not long after, a USDA inspector  
ordered that they not only stop using  
the damaged bins, but also remove 
them from the premises. The bins seemed 
like a bargain, but they didn’t last.  

PROBLE
M

“Remcon bins are definitely more durable than other bins  
we have tried. We have Remcon bins that have been in service for  
more than 15 years. They are built to last and have served us well.”  

 –Tom Freimuth, Deli Brands of America  

Remcon bins 
Remcon products are made right  
here in the USA, and we don’t cut  
corners. Our rotomolding process  
is a science, not a guessing game.  
We heat and cool the polyethylene  
for the precise amount of time  
required for optimal plastic  
performance. 

So, unlike other bins in the market,  
Remcon bins don’t crack, break  
or lose their shape.

SOLUTION

Broken and damaged bins 
cause major problemswww.remcon.com Tel: 800.360.3636 

Cracked leg

Missing leg

Cost of 
ownership:  
$1/day

Cost  
of ownership:  
$1/day

Lasted less than one year.

Cost of 
ownership:  
$1/day

Cost  
of ownership:  
6¢/day

Still in use after 15 years.



Maximum strength: 
100% virgin polyethylene  
construction adds impact resistance 

 Crack resistant: 
Exclusively-designed “R” lip and  
rounded edges for greater durability

Saves space: 
Nestable design reduces shipping  
costs to save you money 

Easy to clean: 
Smooth interior surfaces allow  
for fast material transfer

FDA compliant: 
Polyethylene and pigments meet  
FDA standards

Exclusive “R” lip

Customize your bins to fit your specs

Need lids? Want special text, a serial  
number, or your company logo on  
your bins? We can do that for you. 

Here are examples of available  
upgrades:

• Add premium mold-on graphics  

• Add stenciling   

• Add lids   

• Add the color of choice   

• Add drain holes   

• Add drain plugs

Lids

Drain holes

Drain plugsStenciling

“My name is Jack R. Foulke and I am a meat consultant  
for John F. Martin meats. I’ve been working in the meat business 

since I was 10 years old, and I’ve come to know what works  
and what doesn’t. Having used bins from other manufacturers, 

they always cracked, broke, or couldn’t hold their  
shape when you put the meat inside.

“Then I tried the Remcon bin. Their bins hold their shape nicely.  
We put up to 2,000 pounds in them with no problems. I find  
this to be the best bin on the market. In fact, I’ve worked at  

five different places since I discovered the Remcon bin,  
and I’ve taken their bins with me to each one.

“You know, you can always buy cheaper bins, but this bin  
here will last you a long time. We’ve never thrown one away.  
And I think you have to look at the long-term effect on your  

investment, once you get your investment back and you are  
still using the bins, then you are far ahead of the game.”  

–Jack Foulke, John F. Martin & Sons

Our customers say it best
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Find the right bin to fit your needs



Durable bin solutions

Need lower up-front cost?

TR SERIES 
The most economical 
2-way forklift entry bin

NL SERIES 
The most economical  
4-way forklift entry bin

Need easy cleaning?

Need something special?

RFB SERIES 
A round bin, perfect for 
high bulk density products

WHEELED SERIES 
Our most popular bins, 
equipped with wheels 
for easy movement

FBP SERIES 
The best value in an  
easy-to-clean bin

TRP SERIES 
The easy-to-clean bin 
designed for improved 
racking and conveying 
stability

FBPW SERIES 
Welded pallet creates the  
most hygienic bin, exclusively  
designed to eliminate trapped  
contaminants

RBP SERIES 
The bin specially designed 
to be forklifted, rotated and 
emptied in a single motion

BSP SERIES 
The most flexible bin, 
which can easily be 
used with or without 
the pallet
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